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Abstract: In this paper, experimental results of diffusion transport of salt through compacted,
saturated bentonite clay was presented. Two different diffusion techniques namely, throughdiffusion and half-cell method were used to obtain diffusion and retention characteristics of
the bentonite specimen which has a potential application as a liner material in engineered
landfills and backfill material in high-level nuclear waste repository. The experiments were
carried out on duplicate specimens subjected to the same initial compacted density and
concentration gradient to understand the underlying mechanism of both the experimental
techniques. A graphical user interface (GUI) based on Dot-Net application, CONTRADIS,
was utilized to estimate the model parameters by inverse analysis on the experimental data.
The GUI utilizes the analytical solutions for analyzing the data obtained from throughdiffusion and half-cell technique. The design model parameters obtained from the two
techniques were analyzed and compared with the batch sorption experiments.
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Introduction
For inhibiting the migration of the harmful contaminants to the surrounding groundwater
compacted clay materials are used as landfill liners. Such a barrier limits the flow to such an
extent where the contaminant migration is controlled [1]. Studies prove that the mechanism of
flow through a fine-grained low permeable clay soil is governed by molecular diffusion [2, 3,
4, 5]. The clays used in liners have hydraulic conductivity as low as 10 cm/sec for which
the advective flow is less significant. In such a case proper assessment of the effect of landfill
wastes on the groundwater would require modelling of diffusive contaminant transport
through the fine grained soil. Another important phenomenon controlling the contaminant
transport is sorption which slows the contaminat transport and thereby delaying its presence in
groundwater [6]. Laboratory diffusion testing enables the determination of the model
parameters like the effective diffusion coefficient (D*) and the adsorption coefficient or
partition coefficient which gives a relationship between the solute sorbed to the mobile
concentration in the solution [4, 6]. The estimation of the model parameters is very critical in
assessing the migration rates of the contaminants through the barrier materials [7].
The present study is carried out to determine experimentally the model parameters which
governs the diffusive flow of sodium through compacted bentonite soil which is used as
barrier in landfills. Bentonite soil is often used as potential material for liners because of its
high sorption capacity and low hydraulic conductivity. Two different laboratory methods has
been conducted namely through-diffusion technique and half-cell technique. The salt solution
used in this study is sodium chloride (Nacl). The maximum concentration of the salt used in
both the experiments is 12000 ppm (0.2 M). The range is kept high keeping in view the large
quantity of waste that gets dumped in the landfill over a large period. The compaction density
is kept same in both the testing models which is 1.5g/cc. The purpose of conducting two
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different laboratory methods to understand the migration rate of only one particular type of
ion is done to have a comparative analysis of the model parameters which is not studied
usually [8]. The paper also describes the batch test performed on soil and salt solution to
obtain the adsorption coefficient. The sorption parameter so obtained can be used to compare
with that obtained from laboratory diffusion tests.
A new application based software namely CONTRADIS is developed to obtain the model
parameters from the experimental data. The software is developed to overcome the limitations
of the semi-analytical commercially available software named POLLUTE. Previous studies
used the concentration profile from the experimental data to best fit the theoretical data given
by POLLUTE. But due to its high cost and inability of performing inverse analysis there is a
need for a software program which can be easily available and provide with the model
parameters. As CONTRADIS is used to get the model parameters from the inverse analysis of
the obtained experimental data.
Diffusion Theory
Diffusion is a process in which a solute in a solution flow due to concentration gradient that is
flow from a region of high concentration to low concentration. The diffusive flux usually
follows Fick’s first and second law [9]. The governing equation describing the transport of
solute through saturated soil is given as [10, 11]:

(1)
where Rd is the retardation factor related with the sorption property of the soil.
Based on various initial and boundary conditions depending on the type of method used,
analytical solutions to Eq. 1 have been developed for both through diffusion and half-cell
method.
Materials and Methods
Soil used in the present study is a bentonite soil rich in montmorillonite mineral collected
from a site in Rajasthan. The basic index properties of the soil is given in Table 1.
The contaminant considered in this study is Nacl solution which is prepared by dissolving
12g of Nacl in 1 liter of distilled water to make 0.2 molar Nacl. The concentration can be
expressed as 12000 ppm.
The diffusion cell is made of Poly methyl methacrylate glass tubes also known by the trade
name as Perspex glass. The material is used for its easy fabrication into required shape
diffusion cell. Porous stones of 5mm thickness is used in both the experimental methods.
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Tablle 1: Index pproperties off soil used
Propertyy

Remarks

Dominannt clay minerral

Montmorillonite

Liquid lim
mit (%)

393

Shrinkage limit (%)

18.965

Specific gravity
g

2.76

Percentagge of clay (%
%)

79.07
2

Specific surface
s
area (m /g)

495

Through
h- Diffusion Technique::
In the dou
uble reservo
oir techniquee, the intact pplug of barriier material ((clay) is placced within thhe
diffusion cell and coompacted at a density oof 1.5g/cc. A source annd a collecto
or reservoir is
connectedd to the clay
y plug. A scchematic diaagram of the laboratory diffusion tessting set-up is
shown in
n Fig. 1. [11]. Initially th
he soil sampple is saturaated by puttinng distilled water in both
the reservvoirs. The saaturation tim
me for the soiil sample is found to be 21 days and
d the saturateed
water coontent is 411.4%. Now after saturration the source reseervoir is fillled with thhe
contaminnant solution
n (here Naccl solution) and the collector reserrvoir solutioon is of puure
distilled water.
w
The initial concenntration of thhe source soolution is c0. After the inntroduction of
the leachhate (here 0.2M
0
Nacl) in the souurce reservooir, mass trransport of the chemiccal
constituennts takes plaace by moleecular diffussion due to concentratio
c
on gradient. After suitabble
intervals the solutionn in both thhe reservoirss are collectted and anallysed for thhe sodium ioon
concentraation by usinng flame phootometer.

Fig 1: Transsient throughh diffusion set-up
s
m
transpoort parameteers are analyyzed from thhe variation of
Using mathematiccal models, mass
i
and boundary connditions of thhe
the obserrved concenttration profilles with timee [12]. The initial
model as depicted is the same ass available inn the literatu
ure [1, 12]. Using
U
the avvailable initiial
ditions the analytical ssolutions to
o Eq. 1 shhowing the variation of
and bounndary cond
concentraation in the source
s
and collector
c
reseervoir can be found elseewhere [12]. Values of D*
and Rd, are
a determinned from thee inverse annalysis by ussing the softtware CONT
TRADIS. Thhe
details off which is disscussed in th
he later part of this paperr.
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Half-celll Techniquee
In order to determinne the diffusion coefficcient of the contaminannts migratingg through thhe
barrier material,
m
half--cell methodd can also bee employed. The descripption of the method
m
can be
b
found elssewhere [13,, 14]. In thiss method tw
wo half cells are filled w
with soil and compacted at
the same density used for througgh diffusion testing (Fig. 2). Both thhe half cells are taken annd
ntaining salt solution and
d distilled waater in the otther. In one of
saturated in water batths, one con
o
half-ceell
the half-ccell the soil is contaminaated, here saaturated withh 0.2M Nacll and in the other
the soil is
i uncontamiinated, saturrated with ddistilled wateer. Now when both the half cells are
a
connectedd together thhere will bee migration of contamin
nants from oone half-celll to the otheer.
The contaaminated haalf-cell from which the m
migration occcurs can be termed as source
s
and thhe
other hallf cell can be
b termed as
a receiver. With time the concenttration in thhe source ceell
decreasess as the conttaminants diiffuses into tthe receiver cell. After the
t diffusionn test which is
terminateed after 7 daays, the soil mass
m
in eachh half cell iss sliced and analyzed forr the variatioon
of the concentration with depth. Both the haalf cells are of 3.9 cm diameter
d
and
d the length of
the samplles maintainned in each half
h cell is 4 cm

Fig 2: Haalf-cell set-upp
The sllices obtaineed were of 0.5 cm thicknness and the weight of eeach slice is measured annd
and then it is mixed with 1 M am
mmonium aacetate solutiion and mixxed thorough
hly in a rotarry
mixer forr 24 hours. With properr mixing thee mixture iss transferredd to a centriffuge tube annd
centrifuged for 5 minnutes at 2000
0 rpm. Afterr centrifugin
ng the supernnatant from each
e
tube was
fl
photom
meter. The solution was
analysed for the tottal sodium ion concenttration in flame
c
on.
properly diluted by seerial dilutionn process annd then analyysed for the ssodium ion concentratio
s
at thee bottom of the
t tube for each slice iss collected caarefully andd oven dried to
The soil settled
determinee the amouunt of dry solids.
s
Samee amount of
o air-dried soil is analyzed for thhe
adsorbed ion concen
ntration by applying thhe same proocess as disscussed. Th
he mobile ioon
b the total concentratiion minus the
t adsorbed ion concentration. All
A
concentraation will be
together 16 samples are
a analysedd for obtaininng the relativve concentraation profile with distancce.
m case the cooncentration profile doess not reach th
he ends of thhe
In the infinite poroous medium
w
the orrigin is takeen at the inteerface of thee half cells. In
half-cell as depicted in Fig. 3a, where
he half-cell as
the finite porous meddium case thhe concentrattion profile reaches to thhe ends of th
C
ng to the iniitial and bouundary condiitions [13], the
t solution to
depicted in Fig. 3b. Correspondin
c
is stateed nicely in the
t availablee literature [113, 14].
Eq. 3 for both infinitee and finite cases
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Fig 3a:: Infinite casse

Fig 3b
b: Finite case

Codes aree formulatedd for both thee forward annd inverse an
nalysis of thee solutions using
u
a codinng
language VISUAL BASIC
B
whichh is then useed for the deevelopment oof CONTRA
ADIS softwaare
based onn .NET fram
mework. Thee CONTRAD
DIS applicattion takes thhe experimeental data annd
runs the forward
f
as well
w as inversse analysis to give the model
m
parameeters.
Batch Teest:
Batch equ
uilibrium tesst is perform
med on air-ddried soil to determine thhe sorption characteristi
c
cs
of the claay soil with respect
r
to soodium ions. The soil to solution
s
ratioo maintained
d in the test is
1:20. Maaximum soil to solution ration that can be taken
n is 1:4 [11]. 10 grams of the soil is
mixed with
w
200 ml
m of Nacl of differeent initial concentration
c
ns. Six diffferent initiial
concentraations are maintained
m
in
n six different soil samp
ples having weight of 10 grams. Thhe
soil soluttion is mixed
d thoroughly
y in an orbitaal shaker forr 48 hours. A
After thoroug
gh mixing thhe
slurries are
a taken in
n a centrifug
ge tube and centrifuged
d for 2000 rrpm for 10 minutes. Thhe
supernataant from each tube is anaalysed for thhe equilibrium concentraation of the sodium
s
ion by
b
flame phootometer. Thhe results arre plotted to determine the
t adsorptioon isotherm which relates
the sorbeed ion conceentration q with the eqquilibrium io
on concentraation Ce. Thhe sorbed ioon
concentraation is deterrmined as:

where V is the volum
me of the solu
ution and

is the masss of the soil sample
s
(heree 10 grams).

CONTRA
ADIS:
The nam
me CONTRA
ADIS stands for "CONttaminant TR
RAnsport duue to DIffussion in Soilss".
PULLUT
TE is the only
o
one sooftware pacckage availaable that iss widely used by Geoenvironm
mental engineeers for conntaminant miigration anaalysis. It is bbeing used in
n the industrry
since fifteen years. But
B the draw
wbacks of thiis software include
i
non-availabilityy of option for
f
inverse annalysis capaabilities and high cost, duue to which everyone caannot use it. This softwaare
is being built
b
for overrcoming the limitations of POLLUT
TE.
The software pacckage is bassed on the .NET frameework by Microsoft
M
an
nd can run in
ware can perform inverse
Windowss operating systems, i.ee., Windowss 8 and laterr. The softw
analysis to
t estimate the
t diffusionn and linearr sorption paarameters off soils such by
b comparinng
the experrimentally measured
m
annd theoreticaally computeed concentraation data by
b minimizinng
the RMSE
E (root meann square erro
or). The techhnique used for inverse aanalysis is Particle Swarrm
Optimizaation (PSO) [11]. The software iss verified on
o the synthhetic data obtained
o
froom
calculatedd concentrattion values as
a an input daata taken froom previous available litterature.
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Results and Discussions
Results from through-diffusion technique
The concentration profile is obtained after the proper analysis of the concentration of sodium
ion from the source and collector reservoir. The concentration data is collected for 60 days
and the relative concentration is calculated by dividing the obtained concentration by the
initial concentration. The concentration profile is shown in Fig. 4 (a). It is observed that the
concentration in the source reservoir decreases with time and concentration in the collector
reservoir increases with time. The collector reservoir shows constant concentration for few
days and then it starts increasing. This is because of the sorption of the sodium ion by the clay
soil. The experimental data is used in CONTRADIS for the inverse analysis which compares
with the theoretical obtained data by minimizing the RMSE error. The model parameters
obtained from the software by inverse analysis is given in Fig. 4(b). The effective diffusion
/
and retardation factor is 10.
coefficient so obtained is 3.3 10
1

source

collector
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c/co

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

20

40

time (days)
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Fig 4 (a): Conc. profile for through diffusion

Fig 4 (b) CONTRADIS conc. profile

Results from Half-Cell Technique
After the diffusion testing is over in half-cell method the soil is extruded into 0.5cm slices
from both the halves. Each slice is weighed and then analysed for sodium ion concentration.
The mobile ion concentrations are determined after subtracting the adsorbed ion concentration
from the total sodium ion concentration. The concentration profile is shown in Fig. 5 (a). The
experimental data is analysed in CONTRADIS for getting the model parameters by inverse
analysis. The best fit curve showing the theoretical concentration data and experimental data
/
is shown in Fig. 5 (b). The effective diffusion coefficient so obtained is 1.51 10
and retardation factor is 1.5. It is seen that the theoretical curve obtained from CONTRADIS
does not fit properly in both the testing models. This can be attributed to the fact that the
governing equation assumes the sorption to be linear but than in reality the sorption is usually
non-linear for a wide range of ions.
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Fig 5 (a): Conc. profile for Half-Cell

Fig 5 (b) CONTRADIS Conc. Profile

The variation in the model parameters is because of the mechanism involved in both the
methods. The mechanism of contaminant migration in through-diffusion technique is based
on the contaminant transport through a soil plug, but in half-cell method it is spatial migration
of contaminant within the soil mass. Proper analysis has to be carried out for both the type of
methods for different type of ions to understand the sorption mechanism that alters the
diffusion coefficient values for both the methods.
Results from Batch Equilibrium Test:
Batch test results are plotted and the adsorption isotherm is obtained. The isotherm if made
linear does not give the best fit whereas the Freudlich isotherm fits more accurately. The
equations describing the process to determine the retardation factor from linear and Freudlich
model can be found elsewhere [10]. The retardation factor from the linear model obtained
experimentally is 4.8 and the retardation factor obtained from the linearized Freudlich model
is 6.1. Based on the laboratory batch test the retardation factor so obtained is seemingly close
to through diffusion testing which is 10. The retardation coefficient obtained from half-cell
technique is less. This can be attributed to the experimental error which might occur in
saturating both the half cells at the same time and also proper contact between the cells might
not be possible always.
Summary and Conclusion
Two different types of experimental techniques are employed to estimate model parameters,
viz; through diffusion technique and half-cell technique. The experimental data obtained from
both the methods are used in the newly developed CONTRADIS software to obtain the
theoretical curve with minimum RMSE error. The model parameters are obtained by inverse
analysis of the experimental data. The effective diffusion coefficient values and retardation
factors obtained from both the methods are not similar. This is due to the fact that the
mechanism of diffusive transport is not similar. In order to verify the adsorption parameters
batch test is performed on the same soil and the adsorption isotherm is obtained more
accurately by fitting Freudlich isotherm. The retardation factor so obtained is almost near to
the through diffusion result. So the diffusion coefficient and retardation factor obtained from
through diffusion technique can be said to be more realistic. Unfavorable results in half-cell
technique may occur because of improper contact between the half cells and also saturating
both the cells at the same time one with contaminant and the other with pure water might not
7
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be practical all the time. So a wide range of study for various types of ions is necessary to
analyze the model parameters obtained from both the methods.
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